DJ Beca (Anna Kendrick) is new at Barden University but she dislikes the people there. Her father wants her to be part of only one club otherwise he wouldn't help her with moving to LA to get a job as a professional DJ. So Beca comes to the A-cappella group "The Bellas". But only the will to win connects the different girls.
Leader Aubrey (Anna Camp) treats them hard, but only with lots of luck they arrive at the finals. As it gets difficult to have a chance at the finals everyone wants Beca as a new leader because of her spontaneous type and her cool different music. Now there are cool beats and better songs, but their biggest competitors, the "Treblemakers", are very good, too.

Pitch perfect is a funny college-comedy with cool sounds. Anna Kendrick and Rebel Wilson (Fat Amy) persuade as cheeky college girls and they aim the perfect pitch!